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In light of the crisis at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station in Japan, the remarkable
personal story that comprises Fear Itself becomes a cautionary tale.Unwittingly exposed to low-
level radiation in the 1940s, Candida Lawrence has lived courageously with its effects
throughout her life. Fear Itself traces her years struggling to have a child and her slow waking to
the secrets that governments and institutions withheld from the women of her generation. The
task for her—and for women who have shared her experience—has always been to believe
herself into wholeness and to survive her losses and her illnesses until there is nothing left to
fear. As always, Lawrence’s writing is filled with smart, gentle anger, sweet sadness and the
most private sense of what is vital and important.In Fear Itself, Lawrence’s deeply felt
remembrances grant us an honest account of what it is to live in an unstable world. It is a truly
personal account that sheds wide light on the world’s ongoing nuclear decisions.What personal
life story could be more timely?

From BooklistLawrence writes about her tough life with fierce exactitude and generous candor
because her sufferings are also the lot of others. In Reeling and Writhing (1994) and Change of
Circumstances (1995), she chronicled her marriage to a sadistic man, her kidnapping of her
children after she lost custody, and her radical mastectomy. In her third searing, pared-to-the-
bone memoir, Lawrence recounts nothing less than crimes against humanity. The disturbing
disclosures build slowly as she revisits her first marriage to a physicist involved in making the
first atomic bombs. They both work at the nuclear facility at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, then in a
"hot" building for Monsanto Chemical Corporation, and later live outside Berkeley near a giant
cyclotron. But no one makes the connection between these environs and Lawrence's many
miscarriages. Like Terry Tempest Williams in Refuge (1991), Lawrence reveals with eloquent
restraint and galvanizing personal evidence the tragic consequences of the government's
reckless mishandling of nuclear materials in the hope that such abominations will never again
take place. Donna SeamanCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorCandida Lawrence is the author
of two previous memoirs, Reeling & Writhing and Change of Circumstance(MacMurray and
Beck). Lawrence has been published in many literary magazines, winner of an award from
American Short Fiction and was publisher of the Coydog Review. She is 80 years old and lives in
Mill Valley, California. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“[A]timely
testament to the importance of skepticism when it comes to governmental reassurances…
vividly hypnotic.”—The Fort Lauderdale Sun Sentinel“This is a powerful book . . . wry at times,
yet unflinching when faced with complex, often tragic revelations. The story is one we should all
know if we are to chart a better future for those who come after us.— Susan Griffin, author, A



Chorus of Stones, The Private Life of War“Candida Lawrence's valuable story, which begins in
her childhood, is frightening in its detailed information about the American lives (old & unborn)
lost to the secret keepers of the national & corporate nuclear industries.” — Grace Paley --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTSOn my first day of school, I encountered the Pledge of Allegiance. At
dinner I asked: “What’s a pledge?” My father said, “A pledge is a promise.”“What’s leegence?”
He wasn’t quick to answer, and I moved on, “What’s a republic?”“It’s a country whose citizens
vote to choose who will lead them.… I suppose your next question is ‘indivisible’?” Yeah, I said.
Yes, said my mother, not yeah. “Liberty and justice I’ll explain tomorrow,” he said. “I have a
headache. Tonight I just want to say that you do not have to recite the pledge when the teacher
tells you to, or ever.”“But I have to; everyone has to.”He looked pained, “No, you don’t have to,
because you cannot promise to respect a country today when it might not behave well next
month, or tomorrow. Understand?”I acknowledge his early influence on a child already not much
inclined to follow rules. I wish he were alive to tangle with me today on which windmills to
challenge. He died in 1981.Special thanks to Fred Ramey, always kind, patient, faithful and
clever, and to Kathy Chetkovich who has read most that I’ve written and has found something to
praise even in weak efforts.

Be mindful, when invention fails, To scratch your head, and bite your nails.—JONATHAN
SWIFTThere is occasions and causes why and Wherefore in all things.—SHAKEPEARE,
HENRY V

1932BERKELEY, CALIFORNIAI’m sitting high up in a eucalyptus tree with a yo-yo in my left
hand. There’s a breeze and the leaves are squeaking. The smell is my favorite, better even than
horses or kittens. The tree is in a sloped vacant lot next to my house, and the grass below me is



flat where I’ve been sliding down on a piece of cardboard. My mother is probably in the kitchen I
can see from my perch, and she’s no doubt washing my baby brother on a canvas table set up
next to the sink. He’s okay, but he cries a lot and gets me thinking about things. He must be
breakable because my mother never takes her eyes or hands off him. You’d think no baby had
ever been born that lived on to walk and talk. Since his arrival she spends less time wondering
where I am and what I’m doing, and that’s fine by me. I guess you might say I’m hiding,
something I do a lot these days. My sister is with my mother, helping with a diaper or cooing or
powdering. She’s two years older than I am, which makes her ten and me eight. It’s Saturday,
which is why we aren’t in school.Lately I’ve been asking myself where things come from. I don’t
mean my brother. I know what they say—sperm, egg, womb, getting born—and I’ve seen the
male cat get on top of our Kit-Kat and later the kittens come out in their sacs and I suppose it
was like that with Daddy and Molly (my mother changed her name from Violette to Molly in
college and has always preferred our saying Molly instead of Mommy). All that sperm and egg
stuff just seems natural, like grass growing and tulips pushing up in the front garden, birds
nesting, laying eggs, feeding the open beaks. What puzzles me is the yo-yo in my hand—and
other things, like my skates at the base of the tree and the skate key around my neck. Marbles.
My jacks and the red ball.Here’s how I get to the puzzlement. I’m sitting in this tree and I think to
myself, I’m a little girl sitting in a tree with a yo-yo in my hand and I’m feeling alone and happy,
and then I start wondering if I’m the only little girl in the world sitting in a tree and I’m sure I’m not.
I start trying to figure how many of us there are at this moment in the world and I travel in my
mind to China, Australia, everywhere I can think of and imagine just oodles of girls in trees. Then
I think of all the fathers and mothers and sisters and baby brothers and the houses and kitchens
and skates and yo-yos. The world is just crawling with boys and girls and parents and for a
moment I’m above the world looking down at all these busy ant-people going in and out of
houses, fixing food, washing babies, making babies. I tell you it’s quite a thought to have up a
tree and the only place all this occurs to me is right there.What I can’t stop thinking about is not
the numbers—I know I can’t really imagine how many—it’s what all these people are making,
like yo-yos. Skates. I start with the yo-yo because it seems simple and I carry mine everywhere I
go. I’m a great yo-yo player. Mine’s made of wood and has a crack where the string goes and is
attached with a staple. The wood is half-yellow, half-red on both sides, and when it spins it looks
orange. Some of this is easy. The wood comes from a tree and the crack is carved with a knife.
Here’s where it gets hard. The knife, the staple, the string, the turning orange. Knives are made
of steel, but where does the steel come from? The string? Cotton is a plant, but how does it
become string? The staple is probably steel too, but how does it turn into a staple? Who thought
up string? Who invented a yo-yo?My mind doesn’t spend much time snagged on these silly
questions. I know I can climb down from the tree and go ask my smart parents for answers. We
have the Book of Knowledge and Daddy is a jittery encyclopedia. They just love for their children
to ask questions. They glow when they answer. It’s the next stage that I keep a secret, the part
where I’m wondering if human beings just can’t help making things—automobiles, can openers,



telephones, refrigerators, books, eyeglasses (which I wear), batteries—oh, I could go on and on.
And why is it that animals don’t, and did it just happen that way or is it a big Plan put in motion
somehow by Somebody? I don’t let anyone know I’m having these thoughts. I don’t want to be
interrupted. It’s delicious to wonder. If they knew, my parents would worry. The truth is that the
Somebody idea is like eating a whole tablespoon of hard sauce. (Who invented hard sauce?) It
tastes so good but seems to scald the inside of my head, and afterwards I wish I’d eaten an
apple instead.

1935ECHO LAKE, THE SIERRASI’m sitting on a large, flat, warm slab of granite high above our
mountain cabin. Nearby is Saucer Lake, and far below me is Echo Lake and cabins and kids and
parents and outhouses. I can see the lake, the shape curiously unfamiliar, and the motorboats
looking like skeeters on the water. I’m not supposed to be up here alone because the adults have
rules about hiking. You always have to go with someone, wear a hat, not eat much before or
during, drink water sparingly, and chew gum—I forget why. Molly thinks I’m resting in my tent. It’s
a rule that you rest after lunch. Another rule is that you can’t go swimming alone and not until two
hours after eating. All I want to do is practice my swan dive, but I wouldn’t be doing that today
anyway because another rule is that you can’t swim when you have the curse, which I
have.Yesterday was my first day and all of a sudden Molly told me about bleeding every month
until I’m old and about sanitary napkins and belts to hold them up and how to dispose of the
soiled napkins (wrap them in toilet paper, throw them down the hole in the outhouse, pour lime
over them). It seems that my sister has been doing this every month and I never noticed, and it
just occurred to me that Molly must do it too. So now there are three of us in our little cabin who
bleed and it’s embarrassing for me that I can’t go swimming for four days. Everyone knows I’m
devoting my summer to diving and now they’ll know I’m bleeding. The boys will know.It’s
peaceful up here but I’m twitching and trembling and I’m thinking I don’t want it to be a secret. I
think it would be a good idea if we all just dribbled blood all over the pine-needle ground and the
rocks, spilled the redness into the black waters I dive into. Molly asked me if there were any
questions I wanted to ask but I couldn’t think of any. She patted my shoulder and left me alone in
the outhouse with the “equipment.”I lie flat on the warm rock and stare at the few clouds moving
slowly across the sky. I wonder how many other girls are on their second day of bleeding and
have gone off alone to think about it. This minute, this day, in the desert, in a Paris apartment, in
African fields of grass? Did Meg, Amy, Jo and Beth have equipment? No, Molly said she used
rags and had to wash them out and it was disgusting. Even so, there’s a population out there
thinking thoughts much like mine, I’m sure of it. I wonder if they have to rest after lunch, or even if
they have lunch, and can they fix an outboard motor the way I can? I can take the carburetor
apart and clean it, fix a cotter pin, get the ratio of gas and oil just right, to say nothing of whizzing
through the low-water channel without hitting a single rock.And now suddenly I’m thinking about
the ideas in an outboard motor—the propeller, the gas engine, the rope coiled around the wheel
to start it, and I know I could never invent something like that. I can fix it when it’s broken but I



don’t understand it any more than I understand why the flashlight I use under the covers at night
lights up when you push up the switch, or why the batteries have to go this way and not that way.
Last semester I read a whole book on electricity and I could see that if you knew something you
might be able to control its power, but still it seemed they were using words like “current” instead
of just admitting it was magic, mysterious stuff.When you think of it, it’s both amazing and
discouraging. People, mostly men, are sending talk via telephone across continents, flying
everywhere, making radios, looking through lenses at a bacillus that causes TB, designing
“equipment” for me, then making up the language that explains it all. And I’m imagining them in
all their suits, in their buildings, with their tables and chairs and telephones, in their factories with
noisy machinery producing more machinery and tiny parts just the right size and shape. I know I
could never take part in all this rampaging invention. Two summers ago Daddy built a whole
bedroom onto the cabin and I helped him. He built me my own tool chest with my name etched
on top in copper nail-heads. I did what he told me to do. I pounded a nail where he said to and
fastened hundreds of shingles. But I wondered every day how he knew what to do each moment.
I mean he’s a newspaper columnist and yet seemed to know what would hold up what and why.
Me, I might have started with the roof, built it on the ground and raised it somehow later.People
tell me I’m smart. I get As in school. But I know there’s buzzing, brilliant thought inside human
beings, and all over the world people are learning things while I lie on this rock. Somehow I’m not
part of it. The most I can do is think about it, wonder if we are all alone in the universe inventing
and trying to understand. If we are alone and what Daddy says is true, that there’s no God
directing us, then it seems so brave to be making roads, accordions, cotter pins, buttons,
zippers, jeans with pockets, tennies, sanitary napkins and belts with a metal doohickey to hold
them up, and at least five different brands of underarm deodorant. Chewing gum.
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